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Econ 2230: Public Economics

Lecture 6: Empirical evidence on crowding out

1 Field evidence (cont)
 Last time: Kingma (1989) and Hungerman (2005) examined how 

changes in government giving influenced private donations
 Two reasons why may be difficult to interpret these crowd out 

measures as resulting from a donor response
 Donors have limited information on changes in funding
 Fundraisers may react to changes in funding

 Address these limitations using observational data or lab
 Will examine both today

1. Field Evidence: Andreoni and Payne
 Incomplete crowding out may result from 
 Donors viewing grants as imperfect substitute for private giving 
 Charity responding strategically by reducing fund-raising efforts 

after receiving a grant

 Key questions: 
 A&P 2003: Do government grants to charities crowd out fund-

raising efforts of the charitable organizations? 
 A&P 2011: To what extent is crowd out explained by changes in 

fundraising versus changes in donor giving?

Andreoni and Payne, 2003: Theory
 How to model fundraising?
 Standard model assumes people simply give
 Model the “power of the ask.” People have latent demands for 

giving and only give if asked (can’t find addr. or procrastinate). 
 Build on model of advertising.  Non-profits differ in services they 

provide. Donors have preferences over provided services
 When solicited give and amount given depends on type of non-

profit. If solicited by more than one give to the one nearest ideal

 Sequence of moves: charities simultaneously decide how many 
households to solicit, once solicited donors give in the standard 
voluntary contribution game

L1 L2 Li
*
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A&P, 2003: Theory
 Fundraising two effects on giving:
 Extensive margin: increases number of people who give
 Intensive margin: increases the average donation because people 

get paired with a more preferred charity
 Charity objective?
 Net revenue maximizers.  What are the implications of such an 

objective?
 Weisbrod, 1988, 1998, Steinberg
 Charity watch organizations (Charity Navigator)
 Fundraising “necessary evil”

A&P, 2003: Theory
 Effect of increasing government funding: Standard crowd out from 

donors – donors will give less when solicited

 PROPOSITION 1: As government grants to a charity increase, fund-
raising efforts by that charity will decrease

 Objective test proposition using panel data on revenues and 
expenses for two different types of nonprofit organizations, arts and 
social services

A&P, 2003: Data
 Data come from federal tax returns filed by IRS 501(c) (3) organizations 

for 1982 to 1998 (excluding 1984) (samples of nonprofits)
 Fund-raising expenditures: ‘expenses incurred in soliciting 

contributions, gifts,grants’
 Private donations: individuals, estates, corporations, other nonprofits
 Government grants: from all levels of government, exclude payments 

for services (contracts)

 Data at state level to proxy the political, economic and demographic 
conditions under which nonprofit operate

 Data on level of gov. transfers to individuals and nonprofits

 IRS sample of nonprofit tax returns require substantial data cleaning: 
exclude organizations with 3 or fewer years/ that never receive 
government grants or private donations/ that have no fund-raising 
expenditures/ inconsistent reporting etc.

A&P 2003: Data
 Arts: 
 2,417 observations and 233 organizations
 Mean private donations = $6.1 million, government grants = $1.2 

million, fund-raising expenditures = $637,000
 Fundraising 10% of donations

 Social Services: 
 4,954 observations and 534 organizations
 Mean private donations = $2.4 million, government grants = $2.2 

million, fund-raising expenditures = $360,000
 Fundraising 15% of donations

 Substantial differences between the two differ in nature of the 
services they provide, use of fundraising, and in their reliance on 
private donations
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A&P, 2003: Estimation
 Want to estimate

Fist = βi + βt + β Gist + Oistγ + Zistγ + eist

 i = nonprofit
 s   = state
 t    =  year 
 Fist =fundraising expenditure
 Gist = gov. grants
 Oist = revenue and expenditure measures
 Zist = economic, demographic, gov. transfers to individuals, political 

measures for the state

A&P, 2003: Estimation
 Endogeneity and omitted variables: 
 Political model (Besley and Coate, 1997): Charities more favored 

by the electorate are more likely to receive government grants
 Chock to demand (disaster): simultaneously increases F,G, 

donations

 2SLS
 Examine the following instruments to estimate government funding
 Total state-level transfer to nonprofits by state and federal gov

measured at state level (size of pie)
 Does state have representative on senate/house appropriations 

committee
 NIH funding to university in state (relieves funding for other 

purposes) - best 

Results
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Andreoni and Payne, 2003
 Findings:
 Government grants cause significant reductions in fund-raising.
 Decrease depends on organization

 $1000 grant decreases fundraising expenses 
 $264 for arts organizations (≈ 52% of fundraising)
 $54 for social services organizations (≈ 32% of fundraising)

 Possible explanation?

Andreoni and Payne, 2003
 Findings:
 Government grants cause significant reductions in fund-raising.
 Decrease depends on organization

 $1000 grant decreases fundraising expenses 
 $264 for arts organizations (≈ 52% of fundraising)
 $54 for social services organizations (≈ 32% of fundraising)

 Possible explanation is that grants to social services are more like 
contracts (smaller effect in social services largely attributed to a 
smaller effect on the Other salaries category of fund-raising 
expenditures. This smaller effect may reflect an increase in the 
administrative costs of the fund-raising offices of the social service 
nonprofits associated with government grants). 

1: Field evidence on crowd out
 Andreoni and Payne, 2011:
 To what extent is response in private giving to changes in 

government grants explained by fundraising versus the response by 
donors

 Data: federal tax returns filed by IRS Section 501 (c) (3), 1985 to 
2002. Sample until 98, all data available thereafter

 Estimation more complex

A&P, 2011
 Want to estimate

Dist = βi + βt + A Gist + B Fist + Oistγ + eist

Fist = αi + αt + C Gist + Oistλ + uist

 i = nonprofit
 s   = state
 t    =  year 
 Dist = donations
 Fist =fundraising expenditure
 Gist = gov. grants
 Oist = controls
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A&P, 2011: Estimation
 Estimate

Dist = βi + βt + A Gist + Oistγ + eist

Dist = β’i + β’t + B Fist + Oistδ + μist

Fist = αi + αt + C Gist + Oistλ + uist

 i = nonprofit
 s   = state
 t    =  year 
 Dist = donations
 Fist =fundraising expenditure
 Gist = gov. grants
 Oist = controls

A&P, 2011: Estimation
 Estimate

Dist = βi + βt + A Gist + Oistγ + eist

Dist = β’i + β’t + B Fist + Oistδ + μist

Fist = αi + αt + C Gist + Oistλ + uist

 A: total crowd out
 B: productivity of fundraising
 C: decrease in fundraising from gov grants
 Can decompose A:

 Indirect change in donations from reduced fundraising is B*C
 Direct crowd out A-B*C

 2SLS: Instruments to explain government funding (not correlated with 
donations and fundraising) and instruments to explain fundraising 
expenditures (not correlated with donations and gov grants)
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A&P, 2011: Findings
 Crowding out is significant, at about 75 percent. 
 Due primarily to reduced fund-raising. 
 Depending on which types of organizations are included in the 

analysis, crowding out attributable to classic crowd-out ranges 
from 30% to a slight crowd-in effect, while fund-raising crowd out 
ranges from 70% to over 100% of all crowd out

 In preferred specification: $1,000 grant will result in classic direct 
crowding in of $45, reduced fundraising of $137, indirect crowding 
out due to reduced fundraising of $722. A result of $1,000 grant is net 
increase of $410 to nonprofit

 Donors play little if any role in explaining the response to government 
grants – solutions?

Food for thought:
 How do the results correspond with the initial model?
 Fundraising expenses?

Food for thought:
 Model
 Initial fundraising model driven by donors being less willing to give 

after the non-profit receives grant
 Fundraising expenses:
 The U.S. General Accountability Office conducted a study into the 

issue in 2002. The conclusions were that 990 reporting is 
unreliable, and showed that 62 percent of charities receiving 
donations reported zero fund-raising expenses.

 The study noted there is no reliable way to determine the accuracy 
of 990s, and that charities have liberal discretion when they decide 
whether to categorize spending as program services, fund-raising 
expenses or administrative overhead. It also determined there are 
inconsistencies in the reporting.

Reporting fundraising expenses
 Playing the Shell Game: Charities have found creative ways to mask or hide fund-raising 

spending. Here are some of the ways they play the shell game:
 The foundation: A large nonprofit might create a subsidiary second agency, usually with a word 

like “foundation” in the name. All of the nonprofit’s fund-raising expenses get shifted to that 
secondary agency. When a donor examines the nonprofit’s main 990, however, they see zero listed 
under fund raising and assume donations all go straight to the cause. A donor would have to know 
every affiliated agency in order to uncover that spending. This is legal, as the IRS mandates that 
every nonprofit entity must file separate forms.

 The public service announcement: A nonprofit conducts telemarketing calls to raise funds. At the 
end of each call, the telemarketer issues some sort of a public service statement, such as, “Be 
sure to wear your seat belts.” The nonprofit calls the telemarketing a “program service,” and all that 
fund-raising spending appears to be going directly to the cause. The IRS rules state that any 
spending for fund raising, however, must be severed out and categorized properly. If there is any 
doubt as to how much spending actually went to fund raising, a nonprofit must place it all under the 
fund-raising category.

 The special event: A charity holds a formal gala event to raise funds. The hall where the ball is 
held is donated, and a caterer donates the food. The nonprofit does not report any fund-raising 
expenses, but its executive director spent several paid hours organizing it, and the group printed 
and sent out invitations to potential attendees and donors. A portion of the executive director’s 
salary, as well as the printing and postage stamp costs, should have been allocated to fund-raising 
expenses. If, however, a charity truly holds an event without spending a single dime or using a 
single staff member’s time, they can legitimately report zero under fund raising for that event.

 The independent fund-raiser: A nonprofit agency hires a contractor to solicit donations. The 
independent fund-raiser brings in $100,000 in contributions, and keeps a commission of $50,000. 
The net $50,000 is given to the nonprofit agency. The nonprofit reports that $50,000 in public 
donations were received, but places a zero under fund raising. Under IRS rules, it should report the 
entire commission as a fund-raising expense
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2: Lab studies on crowding out
 Why study giving in the lab? 
 Lack of control in field 

 Two questions:
 How do we model voluntary contributions in the lab?
 How do we examine crowd out in the lab

2: Lab studies on crowding out
 How do we model voluntary giving in the lab? BBV, 86
 n individuals
 Let G = Σi gi denote the sum of the individual contributions
 Each individual i = 1,…,n,  allocates an endowment, wi, between 

private consumption, xi, and contributions to the public good, gi, to 
maximize

Max Ui(xi,G)
s.t. wi ≥ xi + gi

gi ≥ 0

 Provided that both the public and private goods are normal goods 
there exists a unique Nash equilibrium of the game

Voluntary Provision Problem n=2 Early Public Good Game
 Marwell and Ames (1981)
 One shot 
 Subject could invest tokens in either a private or a public good. 

Private=1¢ per token; public payoff varied with thresholds token 
levels reached. 

 Mean investment in the group exchange is 57% of available 
resources, and in excess of the provision point.

 “subjects are not rational free riders...but do not approach optimality 
in their investments.”

 Isaac, Walker and Thomas, 1984, “Marwell and Ames' first design 
had no dominant strategy at all, and their second design did only to 
an approximation. It seems important to us to examine public goods 
behavior in a clearly defined theoretical setting.”
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Classical design (linear VCM or just VCM):
 simultaneous moves, n anonymous subjects
 individuals given a budget of w tokens, which they can “invest” in a 

public good, or a private good x, where wi = xi +gi .  
 individual payoffs are given by: 

πi = wi - gi + MPCR×∑gj

 MPCR - marginal per capita return per cent invested in the public 
good. Return from public good independent of individual contribution.

 typically: n×MPCR >1 and 0< MPCR <1.  
 Individually, each player is best off giving nothing to the public good, 

but collectively the players are best off donating their entire 
endowments.

 Linear VCM first examined by Isaac, Walker and Thomas (1984)
 Need for experience:  Isaac, Walker, Thomas (Public Choice 1984), 

Isaac and Walker (QJE 1988) and Isaac, Walker, and Williams 
(JpubE 1994): ten periods

Classic VCM findings
 Most violate one-shot dominant strategy
 Many contribute half of endowment (even when MPCR <1/3)
 Closer to free-riding than to efficient outcome
 Cheap talk improves cooperation
 Increase in MPCR increases giving (interpretations?)
 Cooperate more in larger groups (interpretations?)
 Repetition:
 Period 1: contribute half of endowment
 Contributions “decay” toward the dominant strategy equilibrium 

(round 10: 15-25% of endowment (Isaac and Walker)
 Contributions persist even after 60 rounds
 Interpretations: Learning and/or strategic play

 Partner/ stranger
 Elicit stategies

Why decrease in giving with repetition in linear VCM?
 Andreoni (1988): Partners vs. Strangers. Compare finitely repeated games with 

repeated single-shot games. After ten periods subjects told to “restart” for another ten 
rounds 

 Partners give less than strangers (decay not caused by contingent strategies)
 “restart effect:” contributions increase after restart suggest decline in contribution 

does not result from “simple” learning.  Restart effect more pronounced in Partners 
treatment.

Why decrease in giving with repetition in linear VCM?
 Croson (1996) fails to replicate Andreoni finding: Partners 

significantly more cooperative than Strangers.

 Difference between the Andreoni and Croson results is not unusual. 
In thirteen studies, four find no difference, five find partners more 
cooperative, and four find strangers more cooperative – Andreoni
and Croson, 2007, conclude noise in stranger greater
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Why decrease in giving with repetition in linear 
VCM?
 Alternative approach: elicit strategies over the finitely repeated game
 Muller, Sefton, Steinberg, and Vesterlund (2004)
 Strategy method to elicit strategies in a simple two-stage public 

goods game. Repeat game with new opponents (opportunity to 
learn across games)

 endowed with 2 tokens in each stage of the game and had to 
decide how many tokens to place in a group account and how 
many to place in a private account. a token in private account 
£1.50, and each token in the group account £1 to each of three 
group members

 πi = 1.5(2 – xi1) + Σxj1 +1.5(2 – xi2) + Σxj2

Why decrease in giving with repetition in linear 
VCM?
 MSSV 2004 Findings:
 Learning:
 changes in individual strategies across successive repetitions 

sometimes increase and sometimes decrease stage-one 
contributions, on average stage-one contributions decrease by 7% 
per game 

 Conclusion: experience with the game leads to an erratic and less 
pronounced deterioration in contributions, compared with the 
systematic and more marked deterioration generated by submitted 
strategies
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Interior Equilibrium Interior Nash Equilibrium
 Payoffs from voluntary provision: πi = w-c(gi) + r(G)

 VCM: c(gi) =  gi and  r(G) = mG

 Two procedures for examining interior Nash Equilibrium
 Dominant strategy equilibrium:

πi = a (w-gi) - b(w-gi)2 + m G

 Non-dominant strategy designs:
πi = v (w-gi) + a G – b G2

Dominant strategy interior equilibrium
 Continue to see over provision

Interior Nash Equilibrium (non-dominant strategy)
 Over contribution sensitive to the location of Nash
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Can we come up with a simpler implementation 
of interior NE
 Desired payoff characteristics absent fixed costs (n=2)

 Interior Nash Solution
 Interior Pareto Optimal 
 Strictly Dominant Nash

 Payoffs πi = w-c(gi) + r(G)
 r(G) = mG

 0 < α < m, m < β <nm, γ > nm, and 0 < lNE < lPE.

Simple implementation of interior using 
piecewise linear cost
 Group account payoff depends on sum invested by group
 You and your group member will each get a payoff of 50 cents per 

unit invested in the group account. 
 Investment cost depends on individual’s investment
 40 cents per unit for units 1-3
 70 cents per unit for units 4-7
 $1.1 per unit for units 8 and greater
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2: Crowding out in the lab (Andreoni, 93)
 “The Public Good Crowding-Out Hypothesis.” 
 Examine crowding out in a public good game with interior NE
 Looked at payoffs where U= A[(w-g)1-αGα]γ

 Design
 Decisions made simultaneously in each round
 Subjects played in groups of three  (n=3) for 4 rounds then 

rematched
 Played a total of 20 rounds in 5 different groups
 Two primary treatments:

 No tax
 Tax

2: Crowding out in the lab (Andreoni, 93)

 NE?

2: Crowding out in the lab (Andreoni, 93)
 Force a 2 unit tax
 Equivalent to no tax – except first two columns and four first rows 

removed
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2: Crowding out in the lab (Andreoni, 93)
 Hypothesis Pure Altruism: With a forced contribution of 2, we should 

see mean contributions drop by  2 when moving from the No-Tax to 
Tax treatment

 Design concerns?
 Concern 1: Subjects may have tendency to choose an average 

strategy
 Treatment 3: present no-tax, say forced to give 2 blank out 

associated payoffs
 Concern 2: Tax fewer cells may require less cognitive effort –

differences may be driven by greater confusion in No-Tax
 Treatment 4: present no-tax, add two columns and four rows on 

boundary
 Subjects: 36 in each of baseline treatments, 18 in each of the two 

controls

2: Crowding out in the lab (Andreoni, 93)
 Results: Average contribution including the tax:
 No tax: 2.78
 Tax: 3.35

2: Crowding out in the lab (Andreoni, 93)
 Results: Average contribution including the tax:
 No tax: 2.78
 Tax: 3.35

 Find crowd out of 71.5 percent
 Looking at last rounds of the five games crowd out 84 percent

 Incomplete crowd-out.  Subjects who are taxed give more than those 
who are not taxed – giving for others not a perfect substitute for 
giving by self.  Subjects are concerned about their private 
contribution to the public good


